Upcoming Programs and Events:

Date:       Tuesday, March 20
Time:       11:00 a.m. – noon*
Title:      Cognitive Style and Leadership: Optimizing Your Role in Shared Leadership
Presenter:  Lynn Curry, Ph.D.

Program Description: Organizational health and success depends fundamentally on the quality of shared leadership. That means regardless of the title we bear, we have a responsibility to our organization and to our colleagues in that organization to help it be a healthy place to work and to succeed in its organizational mission. This shared obligation for leadership is particularly acute in the academic health care centers where all faculty members have a permanent and all encompassing responsibility as role models for students and junior faculty. Therefore, we all need to learn to optimize our day-to-day formal and informal leadership opportunities. An important piece of that skill is understanding the contribution of cognitive style to interpersonal relationships and leadership in general. In this one hour Audio Seminar, Dr. Curry will provide an overview of the role of cognitive style in formal and informal leadership. Particular examples and experiences will be highlighted from different stages of the academic career.

*This time is one hour earlier than the fall seminar time.
A recorded version, along with slides, will be available afterwards.
The complete list of seminars is available here: [http://www.iamse.org/development/2007/was_2007_spring.htm](http://www.iamse.org/development/2007/was_2007_spring.htm)
Lunch will be provided. Please RSVP to Cate Pogge, catepogge@creighton.edu

Mark Your Calendar:

Wednesday, April 11 - Individual Consultation/Workshop for PowerPoint users

Time:       4-5 p.m., Criss III School of Medicine Computer Lab
Topic:      DoIT staff will work with you to enhance your PowerPoint lecture slides/presentation
Note:       This is a special session for School of Medicine faculty sponsored by the Office of Medical Education.
            Watch for announcements; registration will be limited.

Future IAMSE Seminars:

**Tuesday, March 27:** Leading People within Organizations

**Tuesday, April 3:** The Impact of Effective Leadership on Faculty Productivity and Career Success

**Tuesday, April 10:** Coaching and Mentoring

**Tuesday, April 17:** Leading Effectively at the Department or Program Level: People, Priorities and Politics
Registration Now Open:

The International Association of Medical Science Educators (IAMSE) 2007 Conference will be held in Cleveland, Ohio from July 21-24, 2007.  www.iamseconference.org

Resource of the Month: